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A B S T r A c T

This paper presents a part of the town-planning history of the 
capital of Serbia — Belgrade. The subject of the research* is 
the analysis of the application of Ebenezer Howard’s Garden 
City Concept in Belgrade in the third decade of the twentieth 
century. Special attention was devoted to the urban discourse 
in the first decades of the last century. The narrower referential 
framework of this work focuses on investigating the urban 
growth and development of Belgrade in the first decades of the 
twentieth century. In Belgrade there are dwelling quarters that 
were created in the period between the World Wars as a direct 
consequence of the implementation of the Garden City Concept. 
One of the basic thesis of this work elaborates the modes of the 
genesis of one of them — the Professors’ Colony, and seeks to 
distinguish specific applications of the Garden City Concept in 
relation to Belgrade’s specific social conditions.
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iNTroDucTioN _ TheoreTicAl frAMework

“Palatial edifices and fearful slums are the strange, complementary 
features of modern cities.”1

The fusion of diverse technological, economic and social conditions at the end 
of the eighteenth century contributed largely to speeding up industrialization 
in Western Europe, particularly in Great Britain, which, by the middle of the 
nineteenth century, became the leading industrial country in the world. In the 
big cities of the United Kingdom, the Industrial Revolution simultaneously 
brought about the concentration of both the power and the misery, which was 
most obvious in the places where the weakest participants in the production 
chain lived — the laborers’ suburbs of a metropolis. Throughout the nineteenth 
century, these suburbs managed to survive among constantly expanding 
centers, huge traffic junctions, as well as, within already defined, urban 
industrial zones. The situation was similar at the beginning of the twentieth 
century: the lack of space, overpopulation and general dehumanization of the 
living conditions of the majority of people — those still remained the main 
problems of the big cities. These phenomena and the complementary opposites 
that coexisted in the big cities were also noticed by Ebenezer Howard (1850-
1928), who tried to eliminate or at least reduce them — by creating the 
theoretical concept which he published as two editions of a book: To-Morrow: 
a Peaceful Path to Real Reform2 and Garden Cities of To-Morrow3. The first 
lecture on the Garden City Concept was already given by Howard in London, 
almost ten years earlier — in February 1893.4  

The initial stages for creating a modern legislation on urban planning and 
social welfare were established in Great Britain. The first attempts at creating 
the legal basis for dealing with the issues of miserable housing in the poor 
suburbs of the industrial centers in Great Britain have been made since the 
first half of the nineteenth century; however, the local community councils, 
whose assignment was to monitor the hygienic conditions in the suburbs, 
had very little authority to influence the existing conditions back then. This 
applied especially to London, the birthplace of Ebenezer Howard, where this 
problem was the most noticeable, additionally worsened by the poverty of the 
labor class, the epidemics of fatal infective diseases,  which all led to  constant  
civic unrest. Those  were,  in  short,  the  conditions  in  which  Howard’s  
concept was  created.  According  to  the  definition  given  by  Garden  Cities  
&  Town Planning  Association  in  19195:

“A Garden City is a Town designed for healthy living and industry; of a 
size  that  makes  possible a full measure of  social  life,  but not  larger; 



surrounded by a rural belt; the whole of the land being in public ownership 
or held in trust for the community.”

According to Howard, the ideal type of a settlement would be the one that has all 
the advantages of both the urban and the rural lifestyles and that way, naturally, 
would avoid all the adverse qualities that make everyday life more difficult. 
Howard hoped that a town built according to the Garden City Concept would 
be “the Third Magnet” that would attract the most of the unhappy inhabitants 
of the British suffocating industrial cities, and thus resolve one of the biggest 
national problems of the time.6  (Fig. 1, Diagrams 1 and 3)

Founding of the Garden City Association, 1899, can be considered as the 
first step in the application of the Garden City theory. In the year 1902, The 
Garden City Pioneer Company was established, which, soon after, acquired 
the capital needed for creation of the first Garden City by selling the shares. 
The  place chosen  for  the  First  Garden  City  in  the  world  was  located  
50km  North-East  of  London,  on  the  way  to  Cambridge,  in  Hertfordshire.  
After  the formal  opening  ceremony  of  the  construction  site  on  October 
9th  1903, a  long  journey  of  creating  Letchworth,  The World’s  First  
Garden  City, begun.  The  Garden  City  movement  contributed  greatly  
to  town  planning in  Great  Britain  and,  in  the  world  as  well.7 (Fig. 2, 
Dwelling Quarters, Letchworth)

A gArDeN ciTY iN BelgrADe

The first application of the Garden City Concept in Belgrade happened in 
the period between the World Wars; however, the term “Garden City” was 
intrinsically and in the terms of terminology present in the urban discourse of 
Belgrade at the turn of the centuries.

fig. 1. Diagrams 1 and 3 fig. 2. Dwelling Quarters, Letchworth
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At the end of the nineteenth century, the dominant historical events in Serbia 
were related to the main characteristics of the century — the founding of the 
national state. The metamorphosis of Belgrade’s urban structure and its visual 
transformation followed with dedication the course of historical events. The 
verses on the sixteenth century engraving by the German artist Daniel Meissner 
showing “the allegory of the fall of Belgrade,”describe the main course of its 
history: “A lad, an adder and a boar/ Caught together in a death struggle/ Boar 
by a stab, lad by the venom/ And adder crushed by the hoof.”8 Belgrade became 
the capital of Serbia in 1841. In 1874, it had a population of 27.000 inhabitants 
and covered the area of 580ha. Only a quarter of a century later, as many as 
64.000 people lived there. The number of people living in Belgrade in 1910 
was around 90.000 with the city spreading over 1.090ha. The city plumbing 
system started functioning in 1892, the electric lights were installed in 1893 
and the works on modern sewage system began in 1905. The regulation of 
Belgrade, by the Decree of King Aleksandar Obrenović , was transferred from 
the Ministry of Building to the Municipality of Belgrade, in 1892.

forMiNg The DiScourSe

By the end of the nineteenth century, in 1894, the Sanitary Department with 
the Municipality of the City of Belgrade was founded. Also, in the last decade 
of the nineteenth century, for the first time a magazine of the Society of Serbian 
Engineers and Architects — Serbian Technical Paper [Српски технички 
лист], was published. At the turn of the centuries, the awareness of the 
necessity of establishing housing hygiene standards in addition to cooperation 
of the engineering and health professions in this area, continually grew in the 
Serbian professional society in Belgrade, and the texts addressing that subject 
started being published in this magazine. The fact that the situation in this 
field was worsening with each year resulted in even more frequent public 
presentations of the architects, engineers, municipal officers, doctors, intended 
to introduce the negative consequences the bad housing c onditions  can  cause, 
and presenting the bad hygienic conditions in the residential communities of 
Belgrade, as well as defining and establishing the standards of hygienically 
correct dwelling. In the article “The Regulation of Belgrade”, in Serbian 
Technical Paper, Jefta Stefanović speaks in favor of the new regulation plan 
of Belgrade:9 “Belgrade is spreading. For the population increase of 80,000 
the town stretched on the area that could easily accommodate 400,000 people; 
and waterworks, paving and sewage system is needed. […]  I  think  that  a 
competition  calling  for  submission  of  a  new  regulation  plan  of  Belgrade 
design  should  be  announced,  the  one  with  big  rewards  so  that  the  world-
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known  experts  could  be  involved.”  Serbian  Technical  Paper  paid  full 
attention  to  the  information  on  the  international  innovations  in  architectural  
and  urban  design  theory  and  practice.  Thus,  in  one  of  the issues, an 
information on newly published books appeared and as a part of it a brief 
report on the German translation of Raymond Unwin’s Town Planning in 
Practice: An Introduction to the Art of Designing Cities and Suburbs (1909).10 
During the last peaceful months of 1914, in one of the texts explaining his 
design of the Theater Square (Republic Square nowadays) in Belgrade, an 
architect, Stanojlo Babić, refers to Unwin, quoting a  fragment  from  his  book  
[the  article  “Pozorišni trg“  (Theater  Square)].  This quote explains the urban 
design credo of Unwin, being one of the first interpreters of the Garden City 
Concept, and his essential approach to town-planning:11

„The Englishman Raymond Unwin [Unwin Grundlagen des 
Städtebaues, Berlin, 1910, p. 77] says ’We must admit that we, the 
Englishmen, are but beginners in this art of town planning and I sense 
it well that we still cannot try to definitely position the exact borderline 
between the method of regular geometrical shapes and the working 
technique by the principles of the greatest freedom and usage of free 
shapes and that it is, in this moment, most inconvenient to wish for the 
town planner not to show certain devotion to one or the other way of 
building but to properly evaluate the importance and value of both and 
to  make,  at  a  certain  moment,  the  correct  judgment  that  must  be 
based  on  the  thorough  evaluation of these  arguments that  speak in  
favor of one or the other principle.’”

When we speak precisely of the emergence of the term “Garden City” we find 
it   slightly  altered  and  seemingly  just  mentioned,  in  the  text by Dimitrije T. 
Leko (1863-1914), published also in Serbian Technical Paper, in 1908, under 
the title: “Thoughts on Possibility of Application of the Serbian style”:12 
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“In big cultural cities, a natural main course by which people build in 
order to shelter themselves from the street traffic noise and polluted 
air can be clearly seen. In London, its sheltered squares in the middle 
of big blocks and big parks in the middle of the city are the real proof 
that this main course exists. Furthermore, the whole towns in gardens 
(Gartenstädte) or the designed Wald und Wiesen-Ring around Vienna, 
etc, it all comes closer and closer to oriental teferič and bulbuder, 
where a man would once again feel as a man and not a small rivet in 
a huge deafening machine. […] even here, healthier ideas gradually 
infiltrate the common thinking, and this can bring some comfort. 
Besides that, as we have seen above, the city within the garden and 
oriental type of buildings are the most modern (and the most natural) 
aspirations of the cultural  world  and  that  is  why  the  hope  that  it  
won’t  take long  before  we come  to that  cognition  is justified, since  
we are  not that  fortunate  to  precede  the  world  with  the  example  
created  from  our directly  inherited  surroundings.”

When it concerns promotion of the Garden City idea in Serbia, there were 
several important figures in the period between the two World Wars:

First of all, it was Jan Dubový (1892-1969), a Czech architect working at 
the Municipality of Belgrade. He gave a detailed preview of the Garden 
City Concept to the Serbian and Yugoslav professional public.13 He was 
the most informed on the Garden City Concept, its history, theory and 
practice. His texts from 1925, address  the  theoretical  presumptions  of  
the  Garden  City  and  its practical realizations.14 Branko Maksimović 
was an architect and the author of the book Problems of Urbanism,15 
from 1932, knowing well the Garden City Cocept and, also, its German 
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fig. 4. Belgrade, 1921. fig. 5. Belgrade, 1930.



interpretations, and he translated his experience into the model of the 
possible local implementation. Slobodan Ž. Vidaković was a sociologist, 
a writer and the editor of the magazine Belgrade Municipal Paper.16 At 
that time this paper published numerous articles that essentially dealt 
with the Garden City Concept, and also proved the excellent knowledge 
and understanding their authors had. Slobodan Vidaković presented in 
his texts the sociological aspect of the Garden City. (Fig. 3)

After the end of the First World War Belgrade faced the never before 
experienced problem of lack of living space. Since the beginning of 1919, 
the  Commission for  Economic Renewal of Belgrade,  through buildings 
renovation, supply with the  construction  material  and  loans  granting  for  
dwelling  buildings construction, has tried to minimize the problem that, in 
the following months, led to workers’ protests. The situation of civic unrests  
in Belgrade was similar to the events in other European countries where 
post-war anger was also heating up. A design competition program for a new 
General Plan of Belgrade was announced in 1921. Although the Program17 
proposed  forming of planned dwelling communities, as it said, “in the spirit of 
contemporary views on founding the garden settlements outside the city area”, 
around twenty new communities emerged during this period, but most of them 
were illegal settlements, with very bad hygiene conditions. 

The profeSSorS’ coloNY

The Professors’ Colony in Belgrade has been formed since 1926. In the first 
phase of its construction and development, 1926-27, it represented especially 
one of the aspects of implementing European concepts (like the Garden City 
Concept was). Unlike the Kotež Neimar neighborhood, in 1924, which was 
formed in line with the formal characteristics of a Garden Suburb, the Colony 
was, in its nucleus, the joint action of the group of citizens with similar 
professional and social provenance, intended to provide them with housing.18 
(Fig. 4, Belgrade, 1921) (Fig. 5, Belgrade, 1930)

The idea of forming the residential colonies in Belgrade certainly came 
directly from the General Plan of Belgrade postulates (1923) that initially 
originated in the Program for the Plan design competition as a result of the 
already publicly announced  aspirations:

“Alignment and regulation of the suburbs is left to the planner’s free will, 
though his attention should be drawn to Belgrade — Avala, Belgrade — 
Rakovica  direction for positioning the colonies (the clerks’, the railway 
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workers’, the sailors’ etc.) the ideas and desires of the creation of which 
emerged  even  before  the  First  World  War, as  well  as  to  Belgrade– 
Čukarica direction and finally downwards to the Danube, where 
development of the industrial plants with high chimneys and greater 
working capacity is planned.”19

Following completion of the General Plan of Belgrade in July 1923, the 
Municipal Commission publicized the Report,20 in which the division of the 
city in several zones was proposed, “in relation to the type of building and 
settlement density”. The expansion limits for each zone and minimal housing 
parcel size were established, and the plan of use for public building area, 
public spaces and green spaces was provided and explained, as well as the 
description of the general characteristics of the zones. The location, on which 
the Professors’ Colony was built, nowadays bordered by Cvijićeva Street, 
Bulevar Despota Stefana, Mitropolita Petra and Zdravka Čelara streets, was 
within the second zone, in the “medium density settlement” and on the outskirts 
of the “dense settlement”. In that settlement the new homesteads-parcels could 
not be smaller than 500 sq m.  Following  this  introduction,  the  spaces  within  
the  second  zone,  planned  for  squares,  markets,  parks  and  the  position  
of  the  future  workers’  settlement  were  listed.  Though  it  was  stated  in  
the  text  that  the  second  zone  contained  areas  with  two  different  housing  
densities,  they  were  not  defined  as  the  sub-zones  nor  was  the  difference  
between  the  two  precisely  articulated.  Except  for  the  new buildings’  
number  of  floors,  the  allowed  housing  density  was  not  imposed,  nor  were 
many  other  specifications  that  were  still  to  be  defined.  The  General  Plan  
was  to  give  the  main  guidelines  to  Belgrade  development  that  would  
improve  street  traffic  functioning,  prevent  the  chaotic  housing  building  
and  enable  inclusion  of  green  and  leisure  spaces  in  the  urban  tissue  and  
forming  of  the  protective  green  belt.  Soon,  the  main  postulates of the Plan 
were compromised, so it is important to notice and study every experience 
that differs from the general course, the creation of the Professors’ Colony 
included. Almost six decades after the idea had been formed and the building 
of  the  colony  had  begun,  Branko  Maksimović  wrote  about  it  in  1983:

“With  the  building  of  the  standardized  houses  in  the  new  
settlements,  according  to  the  General  Plan,  the  housing  building  
started  having  a  more  organized,  social  spirit  in  the  twenties.  The  
first  serious  step was  taken  when  the  Association  of  the  University  
Professors  created  the  ‘Professors’  Colony’,  on  the  land  where  
vegetable  gardens  and  brickyards  used  to  be,  [...]  following  the  
example  of  the  foreign ‘garden  cities’.”21
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Many of the experts that were in any sense involved in the urban development 
of Belgrade at the time the Colony was formed, were also connected to the 
Garden City Concept, as the people who promoted it. Already mentioned, Jan 
Dubový, was in charge of the City General Plan development with the Belgrade 
Municipality at the same time as the Professors’ Colony plan was created. 
Đorđe Kovaljevski, an engineer and head of the Municipal Commission’s 
Bureau that had created Belgrade General Plan in 1923, also, by the end of the 
twenties, made the plan of parcels for the Clerk’s Colony in Voždovac, which, 
again, according to Jan Dubový’s idea, was developed as the application of 
the Garden City Concept. This quarter should also be distinguished, out of the 
mass of illegal settlements created in Belgrade between the Wars. Finally, the 
architect and urban designer Mihailo Radovanović (1899-1975), the author of 
the book Introduction to Town-Planning,22 the creator of the General Plan for 
Kragujevac in 1931, and, later on, its quarter, the New Colony, took part as one 
of the associates in designing the plan for the Professors’ Colony. Their work 
was coordinated by the architect, Svetozar Jovanović (1892-1971), professor 
at the Technical Faculty, who took a part in the Professors’ Colony creation 
from its very beginning. When the settlement was built, he became one of its 
inhabitants. (Fig. 6, The Professors’ Colony)

The first initiative to establish this settlement came with the teachers becoming 
organized who wanted to solve their housing issues and formed the Association 
of the University Professors in 1926. The first goals of this organization were:

- to secure the funds for land acquisition and housing construction;
- foundation of the Technical Bureau that prepared the quarter plan and 
house designs;
- organization of the construction of the buildings and to providing 
communal facilities in the settlement.

Based on the data contained in the texts on the Professors’ Colony, we can 
create more precise chronology of the events related to its creation and 
development in 1926-27:

- The idea to establish the university professors’ settlement came from 
Vladimir K. Petković, who at that time (beginning of the 1926) was the 
Dean of the Faculty of Philosophy, University of Belgrade.
- Organizing the teachers in the endeavor to solve their housing issues, 
began, as mentioned, with founding of The Association of the University 
Professors in mid March, 1926. 
- The funds required for the land purchase and settlement construction 
were provided by taking the loan from the National Mortgage Bank.
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- After the loan had been approved, or perhaps, more likely the 
arrangement with the Mortgage Bank made, forming of the Technical 
Bureau, consisting of the University teachers, began.
- The Technical Bureau Board, which selected the site for the university 
teachers’ settlement, was formed.
- After the site had been selected, the Technical Bureau undertook 
“planning and sketching the land” and right after that the plan of the 
quarter and building designs were made.
- After  the  site  had  been  divided  into  parcels  and  individual 
residential  building  plans  had  been  completed,  on  August 3rd  1926, 
the  construction  of  the  Professors’  Colony,  outside  the  city  building 
region  of  the  time,  started.
- In September 1926, about four hundred workers were engaged in the 
construction of approximately forty residential buildings.
- It was planned to construct forty-seven buildings, thirty-four of which 
were to be two-storey buildings and thirteen ground level buildings.
- The  first  phase  of  the  Colony  construction  was  completed  in  the 
first  half  of  1927.
- The  first  house  in  Professors’  Colony  became  occupied  in  the  first  
days  of  1927.
- Simultaneous  to  this  process,  construction  of  the  infrastructure  
systems  took  place.
- By the end of 1927, the Belgrade Municipality Board gave permission 
to an individual entrepreneur to open a bus-line on the route: Railway 
Station _Nemanjina  Street – Kneza  Miloša  Street – Takovska  Street – 
Botanical Garden – the Professors’ Colony and vice-versa. 
- By July 1929, Professors’ Colony became a part of the area with 
completely built sewage network of Belgrade. 

Besides the intention to accomplish certain urban design tendencies, the 
financial power of the investor affected the size of the house plots and, thus, 
the appearance of the buildings constructed there. Owing to the professional 
skills of settlement’s designer, at least in the beginning phase that we speak of, 
the optimal quality of the residential buildings, and the surrounding spaces as 
well, was accomplished. In the beggining of the Professors’ Colony concept, 
primarily, there existed the wish to solve the housing issues of the certain 
group. The fulfillment of that desire was the result of the application of a 
settlement concept already proposed by the General Plan. The integration of 
the two, sometimes even opposed tendencies, that represent the Reality and 
the Idea, provided an excellent result in the Professors’ Colony. (Fig. 7, Fig. 8) 
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This part of the text begins with the words of the scientist, Milutin Milanković, 
on his own house in the Professors’ Colony, that he himself designed:23

 “I decided of my own free will, and bearing in mind all my needs, to 
personally create the plan for my house using the knowledge I gained at 
the Viennese Technique. […] My house is arranged so that it suits best 
the needs of my family and my scientific work. It has a nice terrace and 
a large tree-shaded garden that borders the six neighboring ones forming 
a spacious green complex, a reservoir of fresh air. The thick walls of 
my house, its shady terrace and those gardens enable me to stay and 
effortlessly work even during the hottest months of the year.”

Same as Milanković, the other inhabitants found peace and tranquility in the 
Professors’ Colony. There, the science papers were written, lectures prepared 
and the first ideas on organizing the institutes, founding archives, libraries, 
magazines and new university departments were born. If we pay attention to 
this settlement’s first inhabitants’ persona, we can find the plurality of interest 
as one of their distinguishing features. Milutin Milanković, for instance, 
besides his scientific and lecturing work, was enrolled in civil engineering 
(which he was educated for in Vienna) and was, in nineteen-twenties, engaged 
by the Air Force Command of the Kingdom of the Serbs, the Croats and the 
Slovenes. Milanković’s engagement implied the responsibility for accuracy of 
the largest of buildings’ (airport hangars and workshops) plans and construction 
calculations, as well as the supervision of its construction. Miroslava Dimić 
writes about the pioneers of the Colony:24

 “[A]ll the founders of the Professors’ Colony were invited for their 
quality and knowledge to Belgrade University, so that they could pass 
their knowledge to students and raise the academic class in Serbia. 
Therefore, it is not strange that there were 23 Philosophy Doctors and 15 
members of the Academy of Science amongst them. Each one of them 
was the authority in his field, and all of them contributed to bringing the 
Serbian science to the highest level.”75
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fiNAl reMArkS

If we tried to compare the basic characteristics of a Garden City, the way 
Howard thought of it in his theory, to its realizations, then even Letchworth, in 
the initial phase of its forming, would not satisfy the basic criteria that qualify 
it as the settlement of this type. However, speaking of the First garden city in 
the world, one could say that Letchworth came to its first centennial, 2003, as 
not completely but almost realized concept of Ebenezer Howard.

We can say that Howard’s idea of “One Hundred Garden Cities After the War” 
was materialized in the housing construction in Great Britain between two 
World Wars, that had, like British New Towns after the Second World War, 
its own line of development. Those were not the settlements that had all the 
features of a Garden City, as defined by the Garden Cities & Town Planning 
Association in 1919. It is also interesting to analyze the application of the 
Garden City Concept outside Great Britain. The image becomes more intense 
with the inclusion of the local influence on the imported concept. Diversity in 
the application of the Garden City abroad depended on the political, economic 
and cultural level of development of the country as well as on the social/
historical moment it was in.

Though, in a cooperative action, a group of people, led by a shared goal, bought 
the land for Professors’ Colony outside the city building region of the time, this 
site “got closer” to city center making the Professors’ Colony a kind of a Garden 
Suburb. We can say that, though there were some occurrences of the scheming 
practice in building between the Wars, Professors’ Colony essentially managed 
to, somehow, maintain the innocence of the original concept, similarly to, after 
Letchworth the first realization of the Garden City Concept in England, Garden 
Suburb Hempstead. Henrietta Barnett (1851-1936), its founder, planned for 
this part of London to be an all-classes-suburb making it, as it was mentioned, 
on the social level even closer to Howard’s concept than Letchworth. Not even 76
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fig. 8 fig. 9



the idea of this social reformer could evade the series of events that the 
laws of reality had set upon each of these settlements, so the Garden Suburb 
Hempstead, instead of becoming an all-classes-neighborhood, became a 
wealthy Londoners’ community.

professors’ colony: epilogue

Bratislav Stojanović, an architect and town-planner, wrote about the post-war 
situation and constructions in Belgrade:25

“Like the rest of the country, Belgrade was heavily and awfully wounded, 
destroyed, plunged, with the decreased population. In 1941, it was 
brutally damaged for the 39th time in its history. […] Like the rest of the 
country, Belgrade is in the uplift of the renewal. There are efforts to begin 
with the planned building as soon as possible. […] So, in the period from 
liberation until now [1954], the building of Belgrade wasdone according 
to the basic presumptions for the General Plan before the Plan itself was 
made — after that, according to the plan itself.”
 

In our social conditions at the time, almost identically to the Soviet Union’s 
experience, it happened that the Garden City Model, was rejected by the 
majority of professionals as being a bourgeois concept that encourages 
individualism. Instead, the collective housing became the model for the 
future development. However, speaking of Professors’ Colony, with the 
building of collective housing buildings in Cvijićeva Street known as “The 
Workers’ Pavilions” in 1947-194826 it came to the completion27 of the Colony 
and it became a real all-class-suburb:

“[T]his group of buildings [the Workers’ Pavilions] testifies authentically 
of its time, it illustrates the relationship to space that would become a 
cliché for many following years and decades, but also a new orientation of 
the society, directed towards the solution to the problem of a community 
where an individual and even separate parcel and house could not have 
been an appropriate model.” (Fig. 9, The Workers’ Pavilions)

One of the main features of Howard’s theoretical concept implies the existence 
of the protective green belt around the Garden City. Hempstead and Welwyn, 
as the early realizations of the garden suburb and Garden City, have, partially, 
a built barrier with gates to the outer world. 

The Workers’ Pavilions in the Professors’ Colony represented a kind of the 
built boundary to the community. Not a fortified wall, but a structure that lets 
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you enter the neighborhood while preserving the individual concept of the 
Colony, which continues until this day. Besides the fact that it is edged by 
the city roads of high intensity, the existence of these residential buildings 
surely contributed to preservation of the individuality of the urban structure 
of the Colony until today, though there were attempts, some even realized, to 
disturb it. In time, the Professors’ Colony became a neighborhood compact in 
its diversity. Likewise, it is diverse in its compactness.

One could say that this quarter is unique amongst Belgrade districts for the 
integrity of its character.
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